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CONTAINMENT SYSTe~S

LINITIMCONOITION FOR OPERATION Continued

ACTION

restore.
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The overall integrated leakage rate to lass than or equal Co 0.75
L, and

The combined leakage rate fop all penetrations and all valves listed
in Table 3.6.3-1, except for main steam line isolation valves", main
steam line drain valves" and valves which are hydrostatically leak
tasted per Table 3. 6.3-1, sub)act to Type B and C tests to less
than or equal Co 0.60 L, andal
The leakage rata to lass than or equal to 46 scf per hour for
all i'our mafn steam lines through the isolation valves, and

The leakage rata to less than or equal to 1.2 sct'er hour for any
one main steam lfne drafn valve, and

The combined leakage rate t'or all containment isolation valves fn
hydrostatfcally tasted lines whfch penetrate the primary containment
to less than or equal Co 3.3 gpa,

increasing reactor coolant systaa temperature above 2004F.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.6.I 2 The primary contafnsent leakage rates shall be demonstrated at Che
followfng test schedule and shall be detarmfned fn coni'ormanca with the criteria
specfffed fn Appendfx J of M CFR 50 usfng the methods and provfsfons of ANSI
N48.4 - 1972:
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b. If any perfodfc Type A test fafls to meet .75 L, the test schedule
for subsequent Type A tests shall be reviewed a8d approved by the
Coaafssfon. '!f two consecutive Type A Casts fail Co meet .75 L, a
Type A test shall be performed at least avery M months until Cwo

consecutfve Type A Casts meet .75 I., at which tfme the above Cast
schedul ~ may be resumed.

c. The accuracy of each Type A test shall be verft'fad by a supplemental
test which:

Conffrms the accuracy of the test by verffyfng that the
dffferenca between the supplemental data and the Type A test
data fs w4thfn 0.25 L .

2. Has duration sui'ffcfant Co establish accurately Che change in
leakage rata between the Type A Cast and the supplemental test.

3. Raqufres the quantity of gas fngactad fnCo Che containment or
bled from the containment during the supplemental test Co be
aqufvalanC Co at least 25 percent of the total measured leakage
at P , 45.0 psfg.
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3/4. 6 CONTAIHNEHT SYSTEMS

SASES

3/4. 6. I PRIMARY CONTAIHMEHT

3/4. 6. 1. I PRIMARY CONTAIHMEHT INTEGRITY

PRIMARY CQNTAIHMEHT INTEGRITY ensures that the release of radioactive
materials from the containment atmosphere will be restricted to those leakage pa:.-."
and associated leak rates assumed in the accident analyses. This restric:ion, in
conjunction with She leakage rata limitation, will limit the sita boundary
radfation doses to within the limits of 10 CFR Part 100 during accident conditions.

3/4. 6. 1.'2 PRIMARY CONTAIHMEHT LEAKAGE

The Ifmftatfons on prfmary containment leakage rates ensure that the total
containment leakage volume will not exceed the value assumed in the accident
analyses at the peak accfdent pressure of 45.0 psfg, P . As an added conser-
vatism, the measured overall integrated leakage rata f$ further limited to less
than or equal to 0.75 L .during performance of the periodic tests to account
for possible dagradatfo8 of the containment leakage barriers between leakage
tests.

Operating experfenca with the main steam Ifne fsolatfon valves and main
steam line drain valves has indfcatad that degradatfon has occasionally

'ccurred in the leak tfghtness of the valves; therefore the special requirement
for tasting these valves.

The surve{11anca tastfng for measuring Iiakage rates is consfstant with
the requirements of Appendix "J" of 10 CFR Part 50 wfth the excaptfon of
exemptions granted for main steam isolation and drain valve leak tastfng and
tastfng the airlocks after each opening.

K<sE47 p~
3/4. 6. 1. 3 PRIMARY CONTAIHMEHT AIR LOCKS

The lfmitatfons on closure and leak rate for the primary containment air
locks are required to meet the restrictfons on PRIMARY CONTAIHMEHT INTEGRITY
and the primary contafnment leakage rata given in Specifications 3.6.1.1 and
3.6.1.2. The specf ffcatfon sakes allowances for the fact that there may be
long perfods of time when the air locks will be in a closed and secured posi-
tion during reactor.operation.. Only one closed door in each air lock is required
to maintafn the intagrfty of the containment.

3/4.6.1.4 MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM

Calculated doses resulting from the maximum leakage allowance for the main
staamifne isolation valves in the postulated LOCA situations would be a small
fraction of'he 10 CFR 100 guidelines, provided the main steam line systen from
the isolation valves up to and including the turbine condenser remains intact.
Operatfng experience has indicated'hat degradation has occasionally occurred
in the leak tightness of the MSIV's such that the specified leakage requirements
have not always been maintained continuously. The requirenent for the leakage
control system will reduce the untreated leakage from the MSIVs when isolation
of the primary systen and containment is required.
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Insert A — A Type A Overall Integrated Containment Leakage Rate test
shall be conducted at least once per 36 months", during
shutdown, at P,, 45 psig. The provisions of Specification
4.0.2 are applicable.

Insert 6—
0 Exemption to Appendix J of 10CFR50.

Insert C — The frequency for performing the Type A tests is consistent
with the requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix "J" with the
exception of the exemption granted to the schedular
requirements of Section III.D.1(a).
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CONTAIN%MT SYSTB6

LINITINS mON FOR OPERATION Contf nued

mrna~ (Cant~nuaa>

restore.
a. 'he overall integrated leakage rate to less than or equal to 0.75

L, and

b. The combfned leakage rate for all penetratfons and all valves lfsted
in Table 3.6.3-1, except for main steam line isolatfon valves", main
steam line drafn valves~ and valves which are hydrostatically leak
tested per Table 3.6.3-1, sub5ect to Type 8 and C tests to less
Chan or equal to 0.60 L, and

c. The leakage rate to less than or equal to 46 scf per hour for
all four main steam lfnes through the isolation valves, and

d..The leakage rate to less than or equal to 1.2 scf per hour for any
one main steam lfne drafn valve, and

The combfned leakage rate for all containment isolatfon valves in
hydrostatfcally tested lines which penetrate the prfmary containment
to less than or equal to 3.3 gpa,

prfor to increasing reactor cool'ant system temperature above 2004F.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIRBKNTS

4.6.1.2 The prfmary contafnment leakage rates shall be demonstrated at the
followfng test scheduIe and shall be determfnera fn conformance with the criteria
specfffed fn Appendix 4 of 10 CFR 50 usfng the methods and provfsfons of ANSI
N45.4 - 1972:
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b. If any perfodfc Type A test fafls to meet .75 L, the test schedule
for subsequent 7ype A tests shall be revfewed aid approved by the
Commfssfon. If two consecutfve Type A tests faf1 to meet .75 L, a
Type A test shall be performed at least every 18 months un'4o
consecutfve Type A tests meet .75 L, at whfch time the above test
schedule may be. resumed.

c. The accuracy of each Type A test shall be verf fied by a supplemental
test whfch:

1. Conffrms the accuracy of the test by verffyfng that the
dffference between the. supplemental data and the Type A test
data fs wfthfn 0.25 L .

'.

Has duratfon sufffcfent to establfsh accurately the change in
leakage rate between the Type A test and the supplemental test.

3. Requires the quantfty of gas infected into the containment or
bled from the contafnment during the supplemental test to be
equfvalent to at least 25 percent of the total measured leakage
t P, 45.0 p fg.
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3/4. 6 CONTAINMEHT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.6. I PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

3/4.6. I. I PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

PRIMARY CONTAINMEHT IHTEGRITY ensures that the release of radioactive
materials from the containment atmosphere will be restrfcted to those leakage paths
and associated leak rates assumed in the accident analyses. This restriction, in
conjunctfon with the leakage rate limitation, will limit the site boundary
radiation doses to within the limits of 10 CFR Part 100 during accident conditions.

3/4.6. 1. 2 PRIMARY CONTAIHMEHT LEAKAGE

The lfaftatfons on primary containment leakage rates ensure that the total
contafnaent leakage volume will not exceed the value assumed in the accident
analyses at the peak accident pressure of 45.0 psig, P . As an added conser
vatfsa, the measured overall integrated leakage rate 15 further limited to less
than or equal to 0.75 L during performance of the perfodfc tests to account
for possible degradatfo3 of the containment leakage barriers between leakage
tests.

Operatfng experience with the main steaa lfne fsolatfon valves and mafn
steaa line drafn valves has indicated that degradatfon'as occasionally
occurred fn the leak tfghtness of the valves; therefore the specfal requirement
for testing these valves.

The surveillance testing for measurfng leakage rates fs consfstent with
the requirements of Appendix "J" of 10 CFR Part 50 with the exception of
exemptions granted for main steam isolation and drain valve leak 'testing and
testing the afrlocks after each opening.

3/4.6.1.3 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

The limitations on closure and leak rate for the prfmary containment air
locks. are requfred to meet the restrfctfons on PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY
and the primary containment leakage rate given fn Specifications 3.6. 1. I and
3.6.1.2. The specfffcatfon makes allowances for the fact that there may be
long perfods of tfae when the afr locks will be fn a closed and secure posi-
tion durfng reactor operation. Only one closed door fn each afr lock is required
to aafntafn the fntegrfty of the containment.

3/4.6. 1.4 MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM

Calculated doses resulting from the maximum leakage allowance for the main
steaalfne fsolatfon valves fn the postulated LOCA sftuatfons would be a small
fraction of the 10 CFR 100 guidelines, provided the main steam line system from
th» fsolatfon valves up to and fncludfng the turbine condenser remains intact.
Operating experience has indicated that degradatfon has occasionally occurred
in the leak tfghtness of the MSIV's such that the specified leakage requirements
have not always been mafntafned continuously. The requfrement for the leakage
control system will reduce the untreated leakage from the MSIVs when isolation
of the primary system and containment is required.
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Insert A - A Type A Overall Integrated Containment Leakage Rate test
shall be conducted at least once per 36 months", during
shutdown, at P, 45 psig. The provisions of Specification
4.0.2 are appl>cable.

Insert B—
0 Exemption to Appendix J of IOCFR50.

Insert C - The frequency for performing the Type A tests is consistent
with the requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix "J" with the
exception of the exemption granted to the schedular
requirements of Section III.D.1(a).


